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Two main physical phenomena determine propagation characteristics of any mobile wireless link –
terrestrial or satellite – i.e. multipath propagation and shadowing. Indoor or indoor-to-outdoor links,
different in some aspects from their land mobile counterparts are essentially also driven by these
phenomena. Main consequences of these are investigated since the advent of mobile communications.
Properties are well known – at least in the case of terrestrial links. Satellite links, on the other hand, are
influenced by these physical processes in many aspects in a different way. This is mainly due to the
significantly different environment. The purpose of this tutorial is to show and discuss some of these
different effects. After a brief survey of the main propagation characteristics three phenomena are dealt
with in some detail. Differences between satellite and terrestrial links and also between satellite to mobile
and satellite to indoor links are pointed out.
Subjects to be covered:
1. Main propagation effects in mobile satellite links: multipath and shadowing. Modeling of the shadowed
and multipath satellite -to-mobile link.
2. Doppler effect in LEO satellite links. Doppler effect: generalities. Recall of Doppler characteristics of
terrestrial links. General modeling of Doppler effect in satellite links. Doppler spectrum of a LEO satellite
link; significant differences to terrestrial. System aspects. Extrapolation to GEO satellites.
3. Antenna effects in diffuse fields: gain and apparent gain, spatial correlation. The concept of shadowed
line-of-site (S-LOS) links. Description of the scattered field in S-LOS. General formula for the received
field. Apparent gain of the ground terminal antenna. Correlation properties in diffuse fields.
4. Polarization effects, polarization diversity and polarization-time coding. Characterization of
polarization states: the Stokes space, the Stokes scattering matrix. Expression for polarization mismatch
loss. Diffuse field and random polarization. Error probability with random polarization. Polarization
diversity – diversity gain and diversity improvement. MIMO satellite links with polarization time coding
(PTC). Special problems in satellite MIMO systems making PTC particularly well suited.
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